Today a true university must be more than a collection of books. It must also be a collection of computer programs. The frontier of knowledge is measured by the information and ideas contained in that software as much or more so than that in books. User Services has responsibilities for that software that must transcend the function of librarian. We must provide maximum access to the finest collection of computer software possible. It should be organized and accessible enough to prevent the "re-inventing the wheel" syndrome. Finally, it must be diverse yet easy to use, while maintaining and enforcing the highest standards of integrity and reliability.
These goals provide many challenges, of which four will be addessed here:
. Theft -A growing number of software packages here .at Georgia State University (GSU) are here under contract from outside suppliers. This is a common situation since software services are the fastest growing sector of the computer industry. Packages such as the Statistical Programs for the Social Sciences (SPSS), Biomedical Programs P-Series (BMDP), International Mathematical and Statistics Library (IMSL),and others are leased to GSU, and we are responsible for keeping their code safe from unauthorized users -especially at the source code level.
We have other packages which are not rented but nevertheless are not in the public domain. These packages too must be protected.
.
Compromise & Catastrophe
The software library and programs accessing it must be resistant to unauthorized tampering.
If the integrity of any file is violated we must be able to detect it even if the tampering is a single bit or word. In the event of fire, flood, or other Act of God producing major damage to the software base, (not to mention the hardware) we must be able to recover gracefully. We must be prepared to replace on short notice the on-line copy of whatever software has been violated.
Reliability -In the event that compromise or catastrophe is detected or does occur, redundant backup copies of the entire software library must be available. There should be no question that software that was once available on the system will be always available, within the limits of funding in the case of leased packages.
. Maintenance -We spend entirely too much time relearning what we or our predecessors knew about a software package last year or the year before. Most of this work should be simple repetitive tasks. The sheer waste inherent in the standard methods of maintaining a software library must be eliminated. If User Services is to contribute to progress rather than be an obstacle, we must minimize the maintenance inertia accompanying our 60000 + pages of software.
Revisions, corrections, and new versions of old software should be documented well enough that even novice programmers can follow a standard format for unpacking, compiling, and testing new versions of old software.
The Software Management System (SMS) was designed, developed, and implemented at GSU User Services to address these challenges facing our computer system and user community. SMS is organized !nto a group of "protocols", as they will be called in this paper. A protocol is a standard formal set of actions to be taken which may include Executive Command Language (ECL) procedures, file editor procedures, compilations, linkages, tape handling,, documentation instructions and communications.
(Note -The term procedure" at GSU has a specific meaning; being a series of commands, data, etc., collected into a file for various system utilities such as the file editor or executive command processor to execute. Such a file may reference and call other files in its execution.) These actions are not in general all computer commands -they include physical actions, verbal communications, the creation of new documentation, and other creative tasks. These protocols can be viewed as detailed comprehensive documentation.
SMS does not supplant programmer responsibilities in any way. Rather SMS streamlines maintenance and enhances the reliablity and integrity of library member ID software.
(Member IDs are IDs, such as $SPSS, that are under the aegis of the Software Management System -SGSULIB is the principle, but not the exclusive, software library host ID within the SMS. The "$" signifies that a userid follows. Userids are the exclusive vehicles through which all access is granted to, space is allocated to, and work is performed on the GSU computer.) The programmer still has ultimate responsibility for software products he or she designed, implemented, or otherwise originated. The role of the SMS is to protect the software base against intentional or accidental losses, to detect breaches in the integrity of the library, to provide swift replacement of suspect software, and to facilitate transfers to and from the library. The final source and judge of the veracity of any piece of software continues to be the responsible originating programmer. The SMS is outlined below:
Components of the Software Management System 
Standard Library Protocols
Our previous methods of implementing revised versions of old library software were wasteful of the most precious resource availableprogrammer time.
We in User Services have committed ourselves to maintaining the current versions of an ever growing list of software systems : and this is as it should be.
(This commitment is not only to leased packages, but also to those written and supported in house.) Unfortunately new opportunities for User Services to increase our software services are limited by our own previous commitment.
The burden of this maintenance task is large and growing. Yet it is vital to have these programming tools available to the user community. The only recourse is to to reduce their consumption of our time.
The major difficulty in cutting maintenance time is in overcoming the process of refamiliarization. Relearning the particulars of any individual software package can easily absorb 50~ -70% of the total time investment. From several months to years may transpire between releases.
The programmer in charge of the package may change. But there is no reason for the introduction of revised software to absorb so much time when the particulars are virtually the same every time the revision is made. The key is having good documentation on how the new revision is to be unpacked, compiled, linked, changed, tested, and prepared for transfer to SMS member I Ds.
This brings us to the other stumbling block in streamlining our library maintenance workload.
Having to rewrite or modify the programs and procedures used in previous revisions is part of the price of refamiliarization. This is unnecessary since these programs and procedures can be saved and instructions for their use and modification can be included in the documentation. The difference between efficient software support and conventional support methods is the maintenance of a documented plan for controlling software -one phase of this is the Standard Library Protocol (SLIP). The SLIP is nothing more or less than a thorough documentation of every single step of processing the revised software.
It includes every ECL command, file editor (EDT) procedure, reformatting program, or modification schema all ready for use, and accurately details their use.
As changes occurr in the protocol of maintaining the software library modules, these too are documented in the SLIP for future programmers to use. Instead of taking two weeks to install a new version of a particular library, I expect new versions to take two days.
Obviously, if there are special problems: tape difficulties, an overloaded system, or the like, additional time may be required. These can delay any operation and are not our concern here. Our concern is in reducing time lost in routine maintenance, while continuing to preserve the software's integrity. The first SLIP at GSU, for the Computer Physics Communications (CPC) Library, has already demonstrated these time savings.
Other SLIPs completed include those for SPSS, IMSL, and a package known as SLAM (Simulation Language for Alternative Modelling). Others are planned for major software packages on!y. No SLIPs are planned for small packages or programs receiving only incidental maintenance.
Another area we can achieve some savings is in the transfer of new software or revisions to SGSULIB. This is the subject of tee next component of SMS -the Transfer Protocol (TRAP).
The Transfer Protocol
The previous method of controlling and performing software transfer to SGSULIB, the main system software library, was slow, inefficient, and poorly documented. The procedures were unnecessarily complex on one hand and cumbersome on the other hand. Historically this was the point at which documentation was squeezed from the programmer. The Transfer Protocol (TRAP) is an effort to do this more painlessly, while taking advantage of ease of use technology.
We have used ease of use in numerous areas for helping the user, but had not really applied it in house on a large scale. The TRAP shifted the emphasis from paperwork to ease of use procedures.
Documentation was tranferred to the methodology of CAI lessons and disk files instead of printout. The practice of keeping hard copy records, which we had discouraged our users from doing for years, (Don't keep source code on cards!) we still practiced privately.
The TRAP has eliminated one source of paper shuffling.
The Transfer Protocol (TRAP) is designed to be fast, efficient, and selfdocumenting, while initiating a new level of security and control. For example, while the transfer will be set up by the originating programmer entirely on-line, it will not take place until verbal authorization from the Software Controller has been received. (Obviously this would not work in a computer center too large to stay familiar with every contributing programmer.) The transfer will be enabled through passwords known only to the Software Controller.
This will safeguard the library from unauthorized input.
In order to illustrate the the overall process of control using the TRAP and the SLIP, I have prepared a chart explaining the rough flow through these protocols.
It appears in figure 1. Figures 2a and 2b depict the Transfer Protocol form and instructions for its completion. The TRAP is actually an on-line ease of use procedure, but it is far easier to depict the written format it embodies than to demonstrate its use textually. File names on the Univac 90/80 at GSU are permitted to have 54 characters in the name, with .... being a special file name delimiter.
For example, the files named SPSS.DOC, SPSS.JOB, and SPSS.V9 may all be referred to collectively as SPSS. Any files with the prefix SPSS. will be included in the designated group. The command "/ERASE SPSS." will erase all files prefixed with SPSS. This is quite useful in naming files related to a single topic. This tool is used in the Transfer Protocol instructions.
The Software Security System
Under SMS there is another smaller system concerned with protecting the integrity of SGSULIB ,and member IDS, from breach or loss and replacing violated files when required. This is the Software Security System (SSS).
It consists of the Compromise and Recovery Protocols and the Private Access Procedure.
Let us begin with the Recovery Protocol (REP).
The Recovery Protocol
The Recovery Protocol (REP) is responsible for repairing, by replacement with a fresh copy, any breach detected in the software library. It attempts to do this as quickly and painlessly as possible. REP maintains a tape copy, known at GSU as a "Savtape", containing the entire $GSULIB as well as master private files, which may normally reside on $GSULIB, member IDS, or other Savtapes.
One copy of this REP Savtape is stored in a secure off-site location. Two copies are stored in the regular tape library.
The contents of all these Savtapes is updated bi-annually by the REP. The software library is purged annually of files which have not been accessed in the previous year, so that the REP Savtape also serves as an archiving system.
The REP Savtapes themselves are just a captured moment in the file history of $GSULIB and member IDS, although they include software that was written and used some years ago.
When REP is initiated it fetches the action file produced for REP's benefit by the Compromise Protocol (COP). The action file is nothing more than a list of files which may have been breached and thus require replacement. The COP protocol discussion, which follows, will specify how a breach is to be detected.
REP creates a job which retrieves files indicated by either the action file, the Software Controller, or a user wishing to retrieve archived files desired from an REP Savtape, and initiates the run.
It communicates the new creation dates back to the COP for future comparison against the creation dates kept in each file's catalog entry.
The Private Access Procedure
Various software packages at Georgia State University are leased from outside sources.
In most cases the source code for this software is not in the public domain.
In a few other cases we here at GSU User Services have source programs under SGSULIB which are not for public use.
In the past some of these programs received no protection from the user community, as they should have in some cases.
The Private Access Procedure (PAP) was designed to remedy this oversight.
When the Transfer Protocol places a private access file(s) on the private access Savtape or $GSULIB, it records the names of these files in the private access file.
The PAP uses that file as reference to support its dialog with the programmers authorized to access particular software systems.
A copy of these files is frequently also kept by the cognizant programmer. The PAP is primarily intended to perform GSU's contractual responsibility to protect large proprietary packages -it is not designed to offer general purpose privacy or privileged access to the typical user or standard program.
The Compromise Protocol
The first task of the Compromise Protocol (COP) is to determine whether compromise has occurred.
Without taxing our resources, the only simple way to determine this is to compare the creation date recorded in the catalog entry with the last creation date recorded for that file by the COP or TRAP.
The creation date in the catalog entry is only changed when the file is created or overwritten.
Within User Services Group, only the Transfer Protocol creates or overwrites files to the software library. Occasionally a file is overwritten by Systems Group.
If a file has been overwritten and Systems has intentionally overwritten the file then the COP has no conflict.
If Systems did not overwrite, or did so accidentally with erroneous information, then the COP must be prepared to react as if a breach in software security has occurred. When a breach is detected the COP informs the Software Controller who activates the Recovery Protocol.
The the COP stores the names of breached files in the Recovery Protocol's action file, for use by the REP. The REP places a fresh copy of every file indicated as breached back on the system and informs the COP of the new creation date.
The COP normally receives information about the file name and creation dates from the TRAP. The COP in turn maintains a master file containing the names and creation dates of all files under its authority for a monthly comparison run against on-line files.
Summary
The SMS was designed and created to alleviate a growing family of problems related to software control, maintenance, and access. The problems addressed arose from two distinctly different catagories:
,
The insidious degradation of our ability to perform our normal maintenance and control functions.
The institution of new abilities and functions which did not previously exist in a well-defined form.
(The definition of need for these new services was only recently expressed. )
While it is too early to give a complete assessment of the SMS, a few preliminary conclusions can be drawn.
The SLIPs have demonstrated significant time savings over our previous methods of erecting and installing new software releases.
While robustness is a more elusive quality to identify and measure, it is clear that SMS has provided an order of magnitude increase in our contingency coverage.
For example, there were no regular efforts to identify software breaches prior to SMS. The ability to recover from damage to software integrity is far better defined, faster to respond, and generally better organized. The privacy protocol (PAP) is beginning to address an issue that scarcely .existed until recently. As the privacy problem's dimensions and bounds are more clearly defined PAP will be suitably enhanced. The new procedure (TRAP) for transferring software to the library provides better documentation for both the user and programmer in a more usable format. The TRAP is easier to use than the old forms, so the programmer generally does a better job providing the information. This system description is an approximate one, as I do not feel it is appropriate to include voluminous system dependent details. These details would inevitably vary with implementation on other systems with differing utilities, capabilities, and policies. There is no question at GSU as to the need for a system of this nature, but there are certain to be improvements in its implementation. I hope that you find this description of SMS at GSU of some value in better defining and resolving the challenges facing your computer center. 
